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WRITTEN QUESTION E-3341/09
by Paul van Buitenen (Verts/ALE)
to the Commission

Subject: Preferential treatment of OLAF temporary staff

OLAF has organised two competitions (at AD8 and AD11 grades; EPSO/AD/116/08 - 
EPSO/AD/117/08). From the outset it was clear that these competitions were aimed at regularising 
temporary staff in OLAF in order to avoid a loss of valuable expertise in OLAF once the TA contracts 
expired, and as a secondary aim at recruiting staff from new Member States. 

With regard to the goal of regularising OLAF TA staff, I was informed that the results were rather 
disappointing. Despite irregularities, such as advance leakage of competition questions to some 
OLAF TAs, not all preferred TAs managed to pass this competition. On the other hand, several 
external experienced fraud investigators who were candidates in these OLAF competitions, were 
eliminated. One might have hoped for a little more transparency and fair play.

Could the Commission explain to me the following, seemingly contradictory, points:

1. The exam paper in the second written test was common to both AD11 and AD8 candidates. One 
fails to see the logic in this as the required experience level was different. Are both grades 
interchangeable?

2. Questions in the second written test (e.g. test a) Administrative Investigations question No 27) 
seem to have been designed for those with an internal knowledge of Commission procedures, 
which one presumes are confidential. Do such questions discriminate against external 
candidates?

3. In the context of this specific exam EPSO/AD/116 + 117/08, could the Commission indicate how 
many successful candidates for the 30 available AD8 and 20 AD11 posts were already working in 
some capacity for OLAF?

4. EPSO never seems to provide the score of the second written (objective) test before the last oral 
exam. Doesn’t this raise questions as to transparency in the last (very subjective) oral test? 


